A newsletter for supporters of Cornwall Community Hospital Foundation

You can help our front lines -- from home!

The show must go on! Now, more than ever, CCH needs your support. Thanks to valued partners from BOOM 101.9 and 104.5 FRESH Radio we’re bringing back our 14th Annual Corus Caring Hearts Radiothon in a new way to respect social distancing during the pandemic.

This year’s Radiothon will broadcast LIVE from Corus studios instead of onsite at CCH, supporting urgent equipment needs to keep our front lines, patients and community safe during COVID-19.

Did you know?
- CCH is the only hospital with ventilator capacity outside of Ottawa in our region
- Our ICU has increased from 12 to 26 beds and 5 to 13 ventilators.
- If circumstances arise, CCH is ready to double in-patient capacity across the hospital.
- For more details on CCH’s approach to COVID-19, see page 2!

Your participation matters!

FROM NOW UNTIL AUGUST 20th:
- If you’d like to support CCH during COVID-19, CCHF is collecting online donations at: www.cornwallhospitalfoundation.ca

FOLLOW LIVE FROM HOME ON THURSDAY, AUGUST 20th!
- Tune in to BOOM 101.9 and 104.5 Fresh Radio
- Facebook or Twitter: @boom1019Cornwall or @1045freshradio
- Download RadioPlayer Canada app on iTunes or GooglePlay
- Use our Cogeco call-in line to donate! 613-865-7200

In Tribute: Celebrating the life of Richard Brunet

Gifted musician, athlete & coach, adoring husband & father, loyal friend. Richard Brunet was born at Cornwall’s Hotel Dieu Hospital in 1946 to Nelson & Blanche Brunet. Married for 49 years, he died peacefully with his loving wife, Irene Lalonde of Glen Walter, & 3 children, Jason, Chad, & Nick by his side at Hospice London.

A graduate of St. Lawrence High School & Queen’s University’s Executive MBA program, Richard may be recalled locally as a talented member of the Marquis Band. A successful businessman who made friends wherever he went, Richard fought a valiant eight-year battle with cancer, always encouraging others to “never give up.” Richard devoted time to fundraising events, a highlight of which was his motivational video, “This Isn’t Over Yet”. Richard’s memory will live on in Cornwall through a generous donation to CCH’s chemotherapy unit.
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You're in good hands at CCH!
Helpful tips to help you prepare for arrival at CCH.

1. **Wear a mask:**
   - If you have your own cloth mask, wear it when you arrive.

2. **Remember distancing and visitor restrictions**
   - Waiting room restrictions: Arrive no more than 15-30 minutes ahead of your scheduled appointment.
   - Limit visitors per CCH policy. Ask family to drop you off instead of coming with you.

3. **Wash your hands:**
   - Frequently! Use sanitizer or soap and water.

---

Like everywhere else, the environment at CCH is changing to keep patients, staff and our community safe.

Preparing for COVID-19 requires an army of equipment from monitors to mattresses, stretchers to stethoscopes, computers to commodes and more!

These changes would normally require years of planning & saving. That's why we need your help.

Waiting room restrictions:
- Arrive no more than 15-30 minutes ahead of your scheduled appointment.
- Limit visitors per CCH policy. Ask family to drop you off instead of coming with you.

Wear a mask:
- If you have your own cloth mask, wear it when you arrive.

Remember distancing and visitor restrictions
- Waiting room restrictions: Arrive no more than 15-30 minutes ahead of your scheduled appointment.
- Limit visitors per CCH policy. Ask family to drop you off instead of coming with you.

Wash your hands:
- Frequently! Use sanitizer or soap and water.

---

**Mammography: GOAL MET!**

Together -- we did it! Thanks to the generosity of donors like YOU, we're proud to announce we’ve reached our fundraising goal to help purchase a new mammography machine for our hospital.

Because you care we raised **$400,000** together!

*The final equipment selection process has begun! We will keep you up-to-date once the new machine arrives.*

---

**Pulse Check: Monthly Donor Spotlight**

“In memory of my father and the good care he received as a patient at CCH, Daniel and I decided to become monthly donors.”

Daniel Renaud & Monique Loiselle-Renaud

CCH Stars

---

**YOU CAN PLAY, TOO!**

**CCHF POWER PAY DAY LOTTERY**

**OPEN TO PUBLIC**

$3 a ticket/bi-weekly draws

**CALL 613-930-4508 OR EMAIL France.Fox@cornwallhospital.ca**

Over $19,000 in prizing handed out since March!
All proceeds to CCH front line equipment needs

**Join our CCHStars**

MONTHLY GIVING PROGRAM

... and give the gift of good health all year long. Call our office or visit cornwallhospitalfoundation.ca to sign up today!